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P R 0 C E D G S 
--o 
CHAIRMAN ~lARKS: We're to this 
to order. Let me is a of the 
Subcommittee on I'm Senator ton Marks, and 
this is Dorothy has been the of s 
committee for a number of years. 
And I have a short I'd like to at 
this time; then, we'll ses. The other members 
10 of the subcommittee are , in committee 
11 meetings of their own. So, we'll record this testimony and 










as a responsibility of State The Legislature 
encouraged of a system of treatment options so 
that could proper 
within The Act provided a 
to , and the 
Petris/Short Act, pas in 1968, has been zed 









s our past, I we've come a 
way t 17 year not far , because 
some of the now. 
In , for are not 
enough programs and not sts 
who the deaf consumer some addi 
exist today -- such as the numbers of street people and 
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2 
refugees needing mental health services. 
2 The reason that I am my 
3 discussions with the disabled community, I am cons 
4 reminded that there are a number need 
5 addressed such as 
6 patients' rights, adequate treatment for 
7 more self-help services, just to mention a 
8 Over the years, the changing state and 
9 regulations, economic distress, and funding and 
10 lack of statewide standards are some of the sue 
11 combined to threaten the mental health 
12 Today, advocates and taxpayers, pay to 
13 help finance the public mental health serv s are 
14 more accountability, efficiency, and s mental 
15 health services than ever before. I 
17 may move on to proviee the 
18 We have a number of the 
19 subject. Let me first call on Ferd Shaw here? 
20 won't call him. Kathryn Ross. 
21 MS. ROSS: na.Ir.e' s Ross 
22 administrator for the 
23 Education. 
24 CHAIRMAN MARKS: You saw 
27 first one being, "Is the Department of 
28 cooperating with the Department of Education 
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mental health for res schools? 
I surveyed our State residential schools, the 
two schools for the deaf -- the one ide and the one 
Fremont -- and discussed with lntendents what kind 
of services they were from State Mental Health. 
At this in the school for the 
St. John's Hospital. And I understand Mental Health 
directly contracts for emotional 



















They did because of 
changing is true for both schools LOr the 
deaf -- they are more mul 
children and more need for: intensive services. The 
school for Fremont th Dr:. William 
Evans 's from of Cali Cente:r· 
Deafness. 
And have from the tmen 
of Mental Dr also that 
have about 50 now in need of services at the 
school. 
I know re BCP to to get some 
services too, aren't 
that kind of are not g many 
from Alameda have contacted them; 
have been well as we 
know, limited amount of funds also, the s at the 
school for deaf are from many 
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, not just 
1 
2 do serve , but are 
3 They not come ahead of any deaf chi at 
4 center. 
5 The school for the has not 
6 pursued giving services for mental health, and nor have the 
7 three diagnostic centers. They have not It 
8 have been a good idea, but has not been his 
9 A number of res 
10 contracts 1 th agenc •s 
11 individual schools for 
12 children th departments of health 
13 Your other question was on the of 
14 Assembly Bill 3632. Right now we don't know the f 
15 impact or reall~{ the programmatic. We're 
16 the data's coming We are to is 
17 actual youngsters' more 
18 properly s Mental data s not lable 
19 yet. 
20 CHAIRMAN MARKS: was the bill 
21 MS. ROSS: The 11 was pas I was 







We have been work with we're 
a into the islature on 1 5th. We 
that in on the cost. To We don t 
the forms 
us the k of that we 
I understand that 
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2 was going to happen. of 3632 is July 
3 1. It was 3 f 198 • 
4 we 
of Mental very diligently within 5 
6 our staff of their staff to complete draft 
7 regulations are t And 
8 we're forward to will be joint s 
9 on the 
10 needs together 
11 coordinate 
12 appears to be e 
As you are aware, there' 1 , I think, l3 
14 on 105, on 11 's much where we're 
15 at. 
16 CHAIRMAN 
17 MS. EPSTEIN: I ask 
18 CHAIRMAN l-iARKS: 
19 MS. EPSTEIN: In terms of 
20 services, are ts now? 
21 MS. ROSS: I don' think so. 
22 CHAIRMAN MARKS We 
23 appreciate your 
24 Is ? 
Moss 25 
26 MR NADER: I' Moss Nader from 
27 the State of I 11 to 
28 us. 
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1 
2 to address them. 
3 You'd asked that whether of 
4 Mental is 
are putting our financial resources for ill 
6 population other than in the 
7 and hospital bailout. 
8 As you may aware, 
9 Health has no other f resources 
10 we are spending for our communi programs the cost of 
11 the State psychiatric hospital 
12 At the present time, we $438 Ilion 
13 for the local assistance, the funds that 
14 tve have about $4.2 million to the udic 
15 committed county programs for that 
16 mentally ill offenders. 
17 , we -- the State s, have the 
18 State and 
19 that deal with j 
20 we spend about $98 
21 hospitals and other State 
22 Lanterman/Petri Act of we t 
23 $46 million. 
24 In addition to that recent 
25 managed to obtain $15.7 from the 
26 which we block grant to the s 
27 
28 
and agencies. But a most of 
a 
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are basical funnelled to for 
the administration of mental th programs. 
The s ques Is there a 
of l\1ental as 
mentally ired, orthoped-
ically handicapped, di ? 
enacted AB 2381 of last year mandates 
that in and of a county 
a county mental shall consider 
and make provis priority 
populations. are enumerated as 
chronically mental 1, s children and 
adolescents, ill ill jail inmates, 
14 MDO' s, and 













We to the we 
are doing our utmost to ensure consider this 
group as a diagnosed 
mentally 
as the that and 
indicated 
But, , at moment, the cation 
of to come from the mental health 
program. i own consti 
group and mental fy their own 
local needs and it to us 
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and 
course, the State Department some 
2 approves the 
3 In general, State not 

























priority groups are on a 
on local needs. That's way current 
we're just ng with 
The next question was: Because 
Mental is block-granting the 
on equity a (s ) , s 
the Department of Mental 
If by standards of 
of excellence as far as programs are 
number of monitoring and 
special group of headquarter's s 
Mental Heal on a i 
The i 
degree of 
Furthermore, the has 
quality assurance mechanism. as 
some degree of quality are 
i We now have 
We have 
for the the 
facilities. 
As far as the 
services to a given , of course 

















bona fide 1 
of their practice is 




s. And assurances of quali 
function of the -- another agency, 
(s or s. 
does ongoing 
and so quality assurance. 
asked whether the 
7 Department of 
8 direction to the icapped 
9 by cal aid you mean by 
10 dollars earmarked for category, the answer is no. 
11 This would be t the enacted mental 
12 health laws. We funding per se 
13 for any specialized group for specialized 
14 services. However, continue providing 
15 technical assistance to for provision of 
16 specialized as stance we 
17 provide is ass tance. 
18 current is on local programs, 
19 local to and ter their own 










that is funded 
Healthi that is, the IS 
Hospital in impaired. 
It program may at some 
point be the Los l 
mental health ram. 
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1 
2 appreciated are a 
3 in the constituency who are 






happens, a of are 
disabled before there's concern as to 
mental problems? A of 
It seems to me if 
what it's supposed to be I I 
10 questions. 
11 DR. NADER: We are at 
12 on some of these issues, Senator. 




that are on. 
't have 1 
a task 
of the 
15 The task force is going to for our 






DR. NADER: task 
of California Regional Centers 






developr;ental as wel 








28 nature of their problems, they are 
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1 we are aware of it and s 
2 some sort of a ect to see how we can 
3 problem. 
4 CHAIRMAN MARKS me 
DR. NADER: 5 
6 CH.f\IPMAN MARKS: From the 
7 Developmental 





9 CHAIRMAN MARKS: It's sed to me. (Reading) 
10 The of the developmentally 
11 disabled, food, , et cetera, are the needs 
12 which are easy to to. 
13 It's 
14 health problems, to see and respond to. 

















they do not f 
and 1 ems. It 
not for at s time. 
serve ation will 





And I may 
force not an answer 
a so 
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12 
1 DR. NADER: We would to on some 
2 action to remedy of 
3 CH.AIIDAAN MARKS: Can to 
4 Budget Conunittee? 
5 
6 
DR. NADER: Not as of moment 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: It a 
7 budget meeting just 
8 DR. NADER: F'or to we are t 
9 a pilot project to develop 
10 CHAIRMAN MARKS : t 
11 DR. NADER: 
12 CHAIRL'1AN MARKS : To 
13 DR. NADER: It for next IS 
14 Governor's budget 86-87 
15 CHAIRMAN MARKS: 
16 MS. EPSTEIN: 
17 anything about the and start 
18 having someone come are 
19 all the groups in the you start out 
20 as we started out You someone s on a 
21 wall for you, just starts at the goes all the way 
22 down to the floor ( ) • And then and 
23 say, to whom ? are 
24 of different State State, 
25 part of which we found 
26 are back to 
27 layers after own 
28 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING ON 
3433 AMERICAN RIVER DRIVE, SUITE A 
SACRAMENTO, 
1 does it get down to DD or the person? How 
2 are they affected? I mean, And 















DR. NADER: I'm 
that was as 
been underserved. We 
remedy that. 
But, again, 
as the laws are today, 
through the Mental 





DD people ( from 
was the target group 
've 
ze we're trying to 
of a group, 
to be made at the local level 
sory Board. And groups need 
sure that 
Have seen ? 
c was shown to the 
. ) 
is who with 
to •s the local 
18 level. 










C:HAIRMAN MARKS: I 1 m not of you 
personally, seems to me State of fornia 
I'm just 
not bringing to It's 
brought to sure a of occas 
I'm reminded of a 1980 so I it had your 
attention at just can't see 
can go on and on on of 
going to be done. I'm sort of turhed that 
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this 
's 
1 was done in this budget 
2 I mean, ''re 









DR. NADER: , Senator, we 
year -- the Governor has extra 
health for next fiscal year. The exis 
have extra funds. We are encouraging 
attention to these target But, as 
hands are tied because local county 
directors have complete j 
















to do, but on 
direct intervention. 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: 't 
your 'd 











CHAIRMAN MARKS: t you wr 
DR. NADER: 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: Let me see what 
DR. NADER: vJe '11 
CHAIRMAN !vlARKS: are 
DR. NADER: In to 
and developmentally disabled, to 
CH.l\IFJI'.A.N MARKS : 
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we want to 


































MS. EPSTEIN: In the of years there 
have been some One 
particular was Living San 
Francisco. It was enormous. 
At we seemed to hear out 
of that talked of groups, 
stigma. 
My when the t is making 
decisions about how to these it talking to 
people from any of these consumer as well as the 
government bodies? 
DR. NADER: We are vJe now have a 
in a number of our 
committees, are changing 
tremendous consumer groups are 
through a we had. We 1 ve to 
in an bt of consumer groups to our 
organi number of our action ttees. 
I just don't want to the task force, but are 
expressing 
CHAIID'.tAN MARKS One reasons we 
subcommittee on was to a 
together the ones disabled 
community be able to turn to. 
And when I not , I'm not satisf 
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the 
I 1 d 
1 
2 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: 3 








Lane? Do want to 
don't 
MR. KIMBROUGH: 
coordinator of program 
Association of San 






















26 A 1981 





1 , et cetera. 
other 






th some other 
28 one-third of were .• 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING 














caseload have s 
In San 
7 of Health is 
8 to an estimated 550 
9 developmental 
10 well qualified, 
11 coordination of 
12 the vast 
13 mental health 
14 
15 coordination of 





















true for Gate 
















have been made in 
sues the 
treatrnent resources are in a 
is e for " 
27 Treatment for of dually diagnosed 
28 clients currently the Gate 
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Center case management are 
treatment, 
a behavioral treatment 
recreational center the 
behavioral 
than preventive, and are generally 
severe behaviors such as 
The recreation center 
usua 
s. 
disabil tem and the 
tern to assume 
Fortunately, a 
Center the of 
the 
25 to these cl 
26 For most mental s 
27 developmental disabilities are not as 














































are not as 
and potentially amenable to as are clients without 
retardation. Few are aware 
of issues sed sabil diagnosis. 
The client simply short-changed 
between two , one for 
mental health 
of which to work in the other's 
domain. 
As soc ted Palsy 
of San Francisco, I see a percentage of the many 
dually diagnosed families who fall between 
the large cracks the I see is even 
further narrowed by the rement that my clients have a 
physical disability, 
For some 1 treatment 
programs, some I 
counseling and some 
In two cases I not even see i 
dually diagno counseling 






My s of and 
not address the 
issues 
I from 
to treatment to my 
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23 I I 
24 
\ 




Clients dually with developmental 
and psychiatric disabilities more flexible and informed 
responses to address their treatment needs than is 
currently available. 
The developmental disabilities and the mental 
health service systems need much greater coordination and 
much greater information sharing before the majority of 
dually diagnosed persons will be adequately served. 
your both 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: 
being here. Thank 










MS. ELSTON: Okay. My name is Ladonnis Elston. 
I am the coordinator for to people whoare disabled 
for the San Francisco Health Services. 
My report is going to be very brief today, but 
it has to do primarily with some of the statements that was 
previously made by the speakers, such as lack of continuum of 
services for the disabled people who have recently been 
discharged from State Hospitals without developing programs 
in the communi prior to discharging them in community. 
So, we f that we are a lot of disabled 
coming back to the community without having adequate 
programs. 
A lot of times we tr~t we are having to 
keep people in acute places, such as hospitals, San Francisco 
General, Mount Zion Hospitals,longer than necessary because 
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there are not to 
programs where 
go hal 
and those are 
They often need some 
so we find we're a 
in acute services 
of community 
client in addition to s cos for 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: Let me 
spending money. Is 
12 does the city --
13 MS. ELSTON: 
14 CHAIRMAN MARKS: 
15 comes from the ? 
16 MS. ELSTON: 
17 city and I mean --
as 
zed treatment, 
sum of money on people 
to some kind 
meet the of the 
the 
a question about 
from the State or 
in 
would you say 
20 
18 CHAIRMAN MARKS: And some comes from 1 
19 government? 
20 MS. ELSTON: Some 
21 and some comes State. We valorum, is 
22 money comes from is not State 
23 money. 
24 CHAIRMAN MARKS 
25 MS. ELSTON: I don't 
26 the. --
27 CHAIRMAN !J!ARKS ; I won 
1 t you to 
28 me to 
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d f are 
are 
who are tance 
So is 
22 
we have been finding, The 
are possibly able from 
into the hospitals. Wha 
a decrease in the number 
However, when the people 
, the money that was allocated for the 
or the client into the 
icult, because the 
s was not set up to deal with 
primary focus was on 
the traditional psychotherapy. 
we have recently done some 
that some some groups of clients 
mental health programs. 
the groups having the most 
are violently mentally ill. 
f so forth. And people 
are also mentally ill, 







the -- are the high user groups 
Of the three groups, the developmentally disabled 
be the most difficult group 
With the increase in the 
who are mentally ill 
without funds 
to go between the system 
Center tern, the community mental health 
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1 system. 
2 However, we to s this with the 
3 State And I 
4 beginning to 
5 clients who are 





















be allocated the community. 
The mental health on the 
short-term treatment of these c 
they were -- are to 
to be in a short term 
have to have them treatment for weeks at a maximum 
or so many a cl to have 
extended vis more s , but 
due to the the 's 
set up now, we are not extend 
their treatment assurance review, 
which means we to say, well, 
this person treatment; , would you 
approve so to be a sue a 
of times a treatment for 
people who need treatment. because 
mental health has 
that needs to be i terms of di people who 
be at with a 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
24 
1 different point of view in terms of extension or amount 
2 of time that one 
3 And 




providing at this time to do some training with our staff 
terms of to sens ze our staff about the needs of 
people who are 
8 modified to work with disabled 


















for some more with for the mental health 
system or, if that's not poss , create some kind of 
i whereby people who need -- disabled people 
who i treatment can benefit from this kind of 
s. 
I State policies must demonstrate 
ttJ.at sabled-mentally ill persons 
have and will be provided with the 
resources, social, , and vocational, to help 
the to 
we discovered is that public 
education on basis providing accurate 
to the general public about 
and sabil issues will help to improve the 
services to di people. 
to 
a of 
MS. EPSTEIN: so, you're saying is that we 
to some we did before, which is 
awareness 
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25 
1 MS. ELSTON; 
2 MS. EPSTEIN: I'm not sure in terms of -- the 
4 awareness terms of 
5 taking on terms of 
6 disabilities. 
7 MS. ELSTON: 
8 MS. EPSTEIN: 
9 also have 
10 into the system, 's 
11 MS. ELSTON: 
12 people who have 
13 so many stigmas 
14 stigma, they're also 
15 MS. 
16 MS. ELSTON: 
17 also a double di i 
18 MS. EPSTEIN: 
19 MS. ELSTON: 
20 for families, our 
21 accustomed to 
22 having to a double 







the Senator's off 
of project that 
MS. ELSTON: 




allowed to work who had 
th, where people 
to work to get back 











can take on some kind 
more aware? 
be very 
of s it is 
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26 
1 a lot of them it's of hidden and it becomes even more 
2 difficult to. I it would be very helpful if people 
3 started to understand or to start to even look at and 
5 CHAIRMAN MARKS: How many people are in your 
6 ice? 
7 MS. EPSTEIN: Her. 
8 MS. ELSTON: There are several offices. So, we 


















CHAIRMAN MARKS: Thank you very much. 
MS ELSTON: 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: We appreciate you being here. 
Is Dr. Ken o sson here? 
DR. BRYNJOLFSSON: It's an Icelandic name. 
DR. BRYNJOLFSSON: Yes, indeed. I'm going to 
to Mr who the project director 
of our project diagnosed client in the 
area of Far Center, which is nine counties 
the corner of State of California. 
CHAIRMAN MARKS : 
MR. FERRELL: name Dennis Ferrell. I'm a 
Regional Center servin, s f st the Far 
I 
the developmentally disabled. 
Our represents the Association 
of Regional Center Agencies preliminary report on the 
health needs developmentally disabled. And our 
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1 testimony 1 our 
2 project at Far Center, which an outgrowth 
3 of the mental force. 
6 disabled , as have discussed before, 
7 are problems which have to come to light in the 
8 last ten to fifteen years. 
9 to of these by 
10 themselves have in the State of 
11 California, at a te a bit before 
12 that. The reasons for , dually 
13 diagnosed population into 
14 two primary categor to do the clinical 
15 state of the art. treatment of the dually 
16 far advances 
17 in other areas of and areas of developmenta 
18 sabil 
19 It's an are to be 
20 national experts which are showing that 
21 there can be s and there are 
22 effective treatments for it's 
23 very recent 
24 or reason i 
25 are the -- I see as 
26 differences between health stem and ional 
27 center system. 
28 The , as I see it, was conce 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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28 
1 as a was to in the most efficient 
2 consumer at the local 
3 mental -~ the county mental 
4 were consist primarily of 




















However, ional center system was conceived 
of to be a broker at the community level to 
integrate the mentally retarded otherwise developmentally 








system was created fully expecting 
mental health needs to 
they would be served. It's 
not been served. By and large, 
are not aware of the 
mental disorders in a mentally 
disabled individual who canno 
There are biases and 
graduate school when I was 
health professionals to thl 
person is not amenable 
to treatment. If they have a mental disorder, it is directly I 
related to the mental or developmental disability. 
And, 
treatment 
, that not a good candidate for 
psychotherapeutic means. 
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1 As a 
29 
, there have been accusations 






level and the 
inappropriate s 
lack of cooperativeness 
led directly to 
and in many, many cases 
the 15 
1 of responsiveness and a 
the two systems and this has 
inadequately served, 
8 to be institutionalized. 




















MR. FERRELL: I now the State 
at the State to ze this problem by the 
fact that the was willing 
ect at Far Northern 
Regional Center. I that in my view 
the leadership come Center s of the 
system to that with 
leadership purpose and 
se also. 
DR. BRYNJOLFSSON: I , Senator, it is to 
the credit, , of force, the j task force 
under ARCA's between and 
that 
did endorse been 
fully behind , has been 
entirely effort. 
CHAIRMAN MAR.XS : m not fical ed to 
task forces, a is a way to avoid 
~--------------------------------------------------__j 
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30 
1 an issue 
2 DR. BRYNJOLFSSON: Yes, In this case 
3 CF.J\.IRMAN MARKS: It not be the case? 
4 DR. BRYNJOLFSSON: Yes, s In this case, the 
task seen f to see something is implemented 
6 at seen a ect has been 
7 services to clients. 
8 MR. FERRELL: I'd to echo Mrs, Epstein's 
9 statements there responsibility. I have 



















of our county mental health 
as as State. All of those 
does work, nobody knows. 
has been written down 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: I if you'll write me a 
me what your problem is. 
MR. FERRELL: We have submitted a letter that I 
wrote comes ARCA, which summarizes our 
as report from ARCA. And 




needs at this point 
our ect five months into our 
must come up acceptable 
is a definition 
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l somebody who s fro.m both 
2 However, one of is that are 
3 
4 
clinicians in they 
are used to to make 
decisions on , on treatment 
6 decisions as 
7 MS. EPSTEIN: 
8 problem that we seem to 
9 clinical for a often the doctor 
10 that decision really looks at the person as being -- in the 
11 case of DD people, disabled, and couldn't 
12 look beyond to understand was a second problem 
13 MR. research 
14 literature has shown. called overshadowing 
15 in the 
16 s 
17 psychiatrists, et cetera, at case I written-up 
18 studies as the between two cases was the I.Q. 
19 score, which was mental retarded and 
20 the very same in vignette. 
21 Without that I.Q score person was 
22 mentally retarded, was 
23 professionals not see 
24 definition of of 
25 symptoms. And many 
26 cases. I want to is an field the 
27 clinical skills are not out 
28 In my ect, I have been 
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at the information that each 
One of the things that 
we ect is to initiate interagency 
training, agencies to talk about the 
services make contacts at line level, the people 
who see the I the line workers and 
Regional Center 1 to establish lines of 
directly and not necessarily having 
to talk the and director to talk to 





it's not the most 
ions are made. And it's 
work together in any kind of 
to meet of these folks. 
needed as well. 
must be there as well as adequate 
We're a whose needs are 
in 
t 
mental health needs and 
disabilities. This is a 
There must be more 
to serve these folks. 
say the b1o problems -- the 
, at least in our region, 
over the State in the prescription and 
the disabled persons who, as a 
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1 result of a , act render 
2 danger to the communi 
3 
4 for our clients Centers are not 
5 psychiatrists. 
6 clinical to Mental 
7 agencies in our area are not 
8 to handle these extra We refer to psychiatrists 
9 whenever we can. sts our area Medi-Cal 
lO quotas. They 't take take only so many persons 
11 who are funded by often by the 5th of each 
12 month they have , we cannot 
13 get these folks seen. 
14 What has general practitioners, 
15 family practitioners and monitoring 
16 psychotropic know , but they 
17 also are aware 's expertise. 
18 CHAIRMAN MARKS: 'm the 
19 Committee and we e or decrease 
20 the budget. about it 








MR. FERRELL As a 
s , you' 




can to so 
MARKS: 
our f 
the of the --
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MR. FERRELL: Yes, 
Our ect 
no than August 
't you send me a copy? 
, certainly. I certainly 
several pages of objectives 
I won't go But I would to group them 
four feet, I hope, the comments 
I've 
One in the area of 
, the I mentioned, the clinical 
I We've with an expert in the 
from ity to come to our area 
to two our area on diagnosis and 
16 treatment of We also are in 
we're working with, our 
20 of the Department 
2 the of Developmental Services( 
same room at with these issues laid 
on front of let discuss on 
24 an level. 
25 CF~~IRMAN MARKS: When and where is the hearing? 
~IR. FERRELL: where is in Sacramento. The date 
27 I run not sure 
28 DR. We'll inform your office of the 
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as March, 1 85 
Mental 
assess the mental 
We are 
in a systematic 
10 of our clients at Far 
11 The 












When one of our 








with us are Butte, 
25 California. 
26 MR. 
27 of activity 















mental health needs 
intervention. I've 
to each of the 
s 
's on. And I 
is in such a state, I 
that client 






we are the 
of 
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as the rest of our nine counties 
at the outcome of this 
procedures we want to put 
memorandum of understanding 
of Mental Health and the Department 
Services at the State level and will 
in our f report as to changes we 
need to made. 
'VJe recommendations regarding 
made. 
I d 1 to point out one change --
one hamstrings Regjonal Centers 
Ins Section 6500 gives 
Centers power Superior Court to 
retarded individual who has 
shown 
The 
a many developmentally 
ls for whom Regional Centers have 
the cerebral pal 
, the autistic individual. 
Just course of this pilot project, we 




no to intervene in spite of 
or urious behavior on the 
We been very fortunate with 
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begun to work 
individuals. But 
large, some 
into their tern 
and I'm going to 
legislative 






-- at least I believe 
that 
so Centers 
of our and not 
























the w & I 
of 
s 
DR. BRYNJOLFSSON: Thank 












we can do 
the tern. 
DR. BRYNJOLFSSON: Thank you, Senator 




the testimony of are a 
couple of tes we 























MR. FINGAR: name Wendall Fingar. I'm a 
staff ass with the State of Rehabilitation 
Fortunately I notes for Mr. Shaw 
not being aware at the time would be using them 
But I think to your presentations, 
that a better use o time if I were to share 
a copy of background notes with you and to concentrate 
on one area to be most related to your 
concerns 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: You give us a copy? 
MR. FINGAR: Yes I 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: to the Sergeant. 
MR. FINGAR: 
Our program serves 60,000 people statewide 













the I looked at, about 
the the mentally ill, whether 
a to resolve a person's 
of system, of course, is 
the labor But the figure of 33 to 35 
to come up over over when we're looking at 
by the , not including the 
in our tern. 


































I asked our 
mentally ill, 
of about 25 
and three ques 
we 
problem s 





who works with the 
has experience 
announcement 




of funds in the communi 
mental health statewide in the sense that the 
funds that are have to be more into the 
acute and as just by our 
earlier more 
the outpatient area. more directly 
with the the to 
our those are 
se our 
The reason we c with 
outpatient the 
State u 
of counsel for the ill 
cl 
is them to back 
work. 
So often our i the 
ongoing of 
available 12 to 
MARKS me ask a I'm on 
40 
1 one of the subcorronittees but not on that particular 
2 subcommittee that handles funding. But did you make 




MR. FINGAR~ To 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: 
MR. FINGAR: I 
serve mentally ill specifically? 
Yes. 
do not know. I'm not -- I'm new in 
7 this ass I don't know. 
8 CHAIR.lVI.AN MARKS: It' hard to do anything unless 
9 we requests. 
10 MR. FINGAR: We are , for example, with 
11 L. A. County to try to nurr~er of specialist 















CHAIRMAN MARKS: I'd ike to find out if you 
made to a get additional funds. If 
't make the I conceive how you 
to 
MR. FINGAR: But that relationship to the 
outpatient and diff of receiving referrals 
who are to receive therapeutic support services 
been in recent for sure. That was the 
one' pint to make most urgently. 
our success of that in recent 
years to be with mentally ill referrals who 
are disabled not need the ongoing 
services and after they gome into our 
system. We tend to be to serve them better because of 
facts I mentioned earlier. 
than that, I take a look at the 









































hearing, sual, or 
up to about 38 
group that we're 
way and that's one 
It was an 









but the ease 
is what has been more a 
aren't as 
many 
have the same 
And, , even 
it tends not to be as 
we 
announcement. 
on in our 
about 
at 
1 , such as the 
that percentage goes 
another f to that 
to 
a 
them in that 
on that. 
s 
I have never 




I don't quite under-
You just said a 
it be Yours 
from 
the 

























try to develop a written rehab to get them back to 
work. understanding. 
CHAIRMAN MARKS : I presume that the local 
must know about the and must notify you 
about problems. I cannot of how they don't. 
tend to 
MR. FINGAR: I think happens more is they 
to refer the same volume of people but 
the of the disabi and the supportive 
services from the mental that we rely on 
heavily to not be as as it was in the past. 
And that's causes that success ratio. 
MS. EPSTEIN: What's happening with some of these 
who are the dual in terms of the Department 
into or places where they would 
and start to be rehabil go back into the comrrtun-
16 i ty? 
l7 ~1R. FINGAR: I do not know what happens in terms 
18 of outcomes because that would take quite a bit more of 
19 to really what has been happening. All 
20 I can tell within our caseload there is this 
21 percentage these numbers lity groups and you will 
22 see the group there. So, I 
't our success rate has been more successful 
24 one subgroups I really don't know. 
25 CHAIRl-".AN MARKS : It seem to me that your 
26 Department can come up with more information about this 
27 so. I'm very concerned 
28 not. You 't have the information. 
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1 It's to me the 
2 that are handling are not informed of these 
3 problems. I to 
4 MR. FINGAR: to the 
5 persons with a di or --
6 CHAIRMAN MARKS : to any or the 
7 problems that are category. 
8 We've heard ses. We down 
9 there talk he I'm sure he must 
10 have notified you. 
11 MR. FINGAR: We the ing staff 
12 available to serve the ~ What I was 
13 referring to is system in 
14 funding has caused more of a emphasis to the 
15 acute away of causes 
16 a dis on to us. The volume 
17 may be the same, as in t 1 but the results 
18 I think are not as 
19 MS. EPSTEIN: the that keep 
20 coming back to us is are a of people who 
21 have the double who just seem to from one 
















there. It's a State 
that for sure, but 
27 I'm certain it must a of MI/DD combinations 
28 represented those 
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be But I was thinking more of our mainstream 
rehab program which what I was referring to. 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: Does that complete your 
? 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: I like the people who 
ent local agencies to -- to send to me copies 
the information that 've sent to the State Departments. 
I'd 1 to see what they I'd like to see whether 
acted because I'm much concerned that --
I've a of the that the people are having 
I'm very much concerned a lot of the problems are 
13 not being 
14 You plenbJ of If you don't have 
15 enough should the budget committee for more 
16 money. the Governor or tration doesn't like 
17 the , you ask for it:. 
18 MR. FINGAR: That's on a policy level that I'm 
19 not th. I assure you. 
20 CHAIRl-'IAN MARKS; to your chief. Talk to the 
21 of Department if there's not enough money. We may 
22 not it. We may or not approve it. We'd have to 
look at We can't do at all unless you ask for 
24 If a f problem exists, you're to 




MR. FINGAR: l, Department I don't think is 
very bashful about asking for money. But in t.his 
is outs of our system that would, I think, 
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it It would be 
the health 
some 
MR. FINGAR: Sure 
CHAIRMAN we ttee 











just one for you. 
the 








e 14 excuse me -- 15 
24 but 
25 other 
26 have i . 
27 Generally I doubt 's the 
28 case throughout the 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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1 MS. EPSTEIN: I ask the question specifically 
2 because in San Francisco office where the Senator's 
3 is located very often people come into the 
4 office seeking advice. We, in turn, send them down to the 
Department. And, in turn, we the people back seeking the 
6 same advice. 
7 r1R. FINGAR: Right. 
8 I'm familiar with problem. I just do not 
9 know, but I think it's general only the special programs 
10 that have been identified, specialty training would be 
11 better. 
12 MS. EPSTEIN: Is there a way that the Senator's 
13 office could help the Department see that people on a local 














MR. FINGAR: The it would seem to help would be 
to increase the coordi those agencies and yet I 
•t -- I'm not that famil to know what the best vehicle 
to would be at the actual service level, you know, how 
to ish that. I'm not sure. 
CHJ,Iill1AN MARKS~ Thank you. 
MR. FINGAR: Thank you. 
CP.AIR.JVI...A.N :tt.tARKS: We have a couple more witnesses 
I believe. Mr. Art Segal and zabeth Swain. Is there 
anybody else who wishes to at this hearing? Okay. 
I'll call on you. 
MR. SEGAL: I have a prepared statement which I'll 
28 read. I also have a nu.mber of comments which I've taken in the 
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1 
2 
past ten I'd 1 









CHAIRMAN MARKS: I 
at most. 
County. 
I know a 1 bit 






















MR. SEGAL: I so. 
I think I need to say of all, that Marin 
Community Mental a of staff that 
serves disabled people and has since inception in 
the mid-sixties. I need to say because I need to be able 
to point out not 1 to mental 
centers not having staff or attitudes. 
It's much I want to get into that. 
It some of State 
at least 
disabled 
th centers do not want to serve 
I 
served as a 
35 years now. 
disabled 
same way as a 
so 
Just a 1 
happens when a 
it places all 
for serious 
to families, we 





TELEPHONE (916) 972-8894 
a 
I have 



















However 1 it 
that 
sabled person s 













them. Furthermore, and 
unable to p sabled 
ite for 1 
a slow 
and we have 
in h 




that one year had learning 




creates that are 
abi This is true. 
tern lacks the resources 
the di person. We don't 
same reason, we are 
the emotional strength 
We can't even do the 
went through, I have witnessed 
my abil in Marin County 
I have witnessed services 
, not because of a negative 
of lack of funds, I have been 
of I s a from the State I would think to 
24 serve mos 
27 
28 
menta or the 
11 person. in decrease in 
resulted in much out our 
, not us the sabled, but for 
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1 are e if you re 
2 seriously mentally i If you are who has an 
3 autistic child and need five years ago 
4 that was 
5 no longer 
6 If are an has a brain and you 
7 have a spouse who needs some I do next? --
8 that used to available. It's 
9 not only attitude. It's comes from 
10 the State. We cannot s down sis --
11 CHAIRMAN MARKS: 13 't come from 
12 the State. It came voted for Proposition 
13 13. 
14 
15 there r s no 
16 
17 13 was 
18 
19 
20 I get to 
21 people were 
















, it carne from the people, but 
'm s 
True. I agree. 







I County where 
28 the locality has and we are disabled 
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also need to remember that we talk about 
dual 
who are Regional Centers. And that sometimes we 
seem to 
problem for the ured and the learning 
dis physically disabled people who are not 
served Centers are manyfold greater than the 
persons by the Regional Centers. And there is no 
commitment in the State or Federal Government to 
serve persons with these ties. Medi-Cal 
are don't have the 
resources it. 
The other problem that is sts exists within 
State of I think that 
needs to l:e at as wel As a -- I like to think 
system years 
I I ss I who was then 
our mental health director, to work the Golden Gate 
who 
Center to develop a group horne to serve dually 
sed where we would mental health service. 
we encourage people in the county to do 
We went to the group homes and the residential programs 




do disabled who have 
because were not getting enough 
from State to serve population. 
went to profes agencies that serve 
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one that 1 it makes 
to have a group home for the 
sat down with me, 
talked 
, "I can't to do it. I'll go 
6 broke." 
7 That is part of 
8 CHAIRMAN MARKS: Well, year I authored 








than they're to. 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: 
and the county, and 
throughout the State 
of California has 
far than the 10 percent 
supervisors, 
and city 
each in the State 
so some of it can 








MR. SEGAL: Two or three notes I have here, 
one has to resources. You know, 
health, at least , works 
would like to 
contract You know, 
agencies do hot want to serve from 
system. So, when we on our s a developmentally 
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and we try to move that person through the 
2 next step, a treatment program or a residential program, 
3 or an program, there's no place for that person in 
4 Marin 
S When we have the money and say we'll pay for it, 
6 there's no place to send that person, no agency wants to 
8 The the State Hospital 
9 system we a person in a 
10 State for the mentally the State for 
11 the ill tries as as possible to get that 
12 out to a State Hospital for the developmentally 
13 disabl 
14 State Hospital for the mentally ill by and 
15 large not have the resources, they claim, to serve people 
16 who are lly dis 
17 I the problem is a systems problem. And I 
18 think it to be looked at that way. 
19 CHAIRMAN MARKS: It's possible that the task force 
20 look last 're talking about. 
21 MR. SEGAL: The force went on for six years. 









CH.i\IR~.AN MARKS: I was right about the 
s. 
JY1R SEGAL: I f recommendations. One, 
be a health and welfare agency corr~itroent to 
diagnosed. 
Two, that State Health priorities include 
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1 serving high s the that 
2 applicant be mentally that additional for 
3 this service be made 
4 Three, th 
5 the development of mental for the dually 
6 diagnosed. 
7 Four, State in-service 
8 training for mental health service to developmentally 
9 disabled and other 
10 Someone said a lot of people don't 
11 know what to do. They're correct. Mental Health 
12 people tend to look at the s people. They 
13 don•t see disability or any 
14 Five, that State Mental monitor local 
15 community mental health to the dually diagnosed. 
16 I don't think 's correct State Department of 
17 Health has nothing to on local level 
18 that'prio~ities are set on is fully 
19 The State does come 
20 around periodically 
21 they do have 
22 , for 
23 around. They do on 
24 and I think can be 
25 Thank 
26 CHAIRMAN MARKS: Do a 
27 to give us? 
28 MR. SEGAL: Yes. 
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CHAIRJII...AN MARKS: Thank you. 
MR. FINGAR: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ~..ARKS: You want to ? 
t-1S. SWAIN: Yes. I'm Elizabeth Swain and I'm 
speaking as a member of of the Marin Brain Injury 
54 
6 Network. 











on needs for traumatically brain injured. 
there is no State or Federal funding 
for psychotherapy for of traumatically brain 
j individuals. It's shown that the effect of such 
an ury for melT'l>ers devas to the family 
often re in divorce, suicide of a family member, 
severe disturbances, and disabling depression. 
The cost to over time is very severe. 
We need to s em at the of trauma rather 













For the 1 so I believe that respite care 
needed ly brain injured 
who are taken care of at home by the family. 
There are existence, a growing 
It 
now, for Al victims, but it seems to me 
i s and the f could work in a 
be a good thing. 
be, however, I think, productive respite 
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allowing the family to rest some 
for the brain injured person during stay. 
Also, for the brain 
injured individual. so by a 
psychotherapist who is knowledgeable about injury. 
There research showing brain inj 
7 patients given psychotherapy alone made a better recovery 
55 
8 over time than those given speech and physical rehabilitation 
9 therapy with no psychotherapy. Dr. Roberts down in Orange 
10 County (sic). 
11 Also, it's shown that after a head injury, at the 
12 point in recovery when the patient is beginning to have 
13 self-awareness, to understand nature of the damage to 
14 themselves, stress, depression, and anxiety increase and 
15 performance and I.Q. drop. And this is in spite of continued 
16 improvement in cognitive 
17 Also, 1 at Los 
18 Angeles Department of was research 
19 on the criminal justice turned up 30 percent 
20 of the inmates in sons are 
21 damaged. It seems to me 
22 prison system also to treat 
23 in a different way. are 
24 lack of psychotherapy. 
25 And I had a thought -- a it 
26 took a long time for us to come to the benef 
27 of returning disabled to a 1 in our 
28 society. It took a long changes that 
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make a ference, like wheelchair ramps 1 curbsides, and 
2 into bui And it seems to me that now we need ramps 


























CHAIRMAN MARKS: I 1 very 
much. We iate here. 
MS. SWAIN: Thank very 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: Sharon George-Perry. 
afternoon. 
Ms. Perry: I had not 
to anything, but I that I think 
needs some coxr.rnent on. I some notes, so I don't have 
to in 
The I want to is in response to 
some Mr. Ferrell said. first thing he did that I 
want to expand on was out of the exferience that 
of us who 3632 have found. That has 
to 1 of hor linkages between systems. 
of the that we see with this -- I remember 
back with Dorothy as long as two years ago trying to 
the as they affect the 
di dn't understand, have since 
come to stand tern 1 the flow of 
s s over the 
of 3632 since funds have to flow parallel, 
horizontal Hori are being developed. And 
I'm not sure how that's ng to be done in the field of the 
But~ 's clear that some specif system --
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1 attention is going to have to be given to those 
2 linkages. 
3 The second thing had to do with the prejudice 
4 that Mr. Ferrell alluded to on the part of mental 
5 clinicians towards disabled people. In the mental health 
6 field for a very long time mental health monies were held 
7 to be wasted on people who weren't amenable to treatment. 
8 Basically, that meant we didn't know how to cure them. They 
9 were hard to deal with. Unlike other disability systems, 
10 mental health put its money on the people with the best chance 
11 of getting better. People then who are -- come from physical 
12 disability systems have a different orientation. The 
13 disability is classified by the degree of dysfunction and the 
14 amount of public benefit available bears directly with the 
15 degree of dysfunction (sic) • 
16 So, the physically handicapped person comes to the 
17 mental health clinician looking for help and the clinician's 
18 orientation is that we can't change the basic position. 
19 They've got a hearing problem or a seeing problem or whatever. 
20 It can't be changed, so why should we put money into it? 
21 They're not amenable to treatment. That's a 
22 system issue. And I don't think any individuals have to be 
23 blamed for it. It has to do with treatment philosophies that 
24 have existed. 
25 The implication in the mental health field has 
26 been that the most seriously mentally ill people were not 
27 cared for by the counties at all. They were shunted out to 
28 board and care homes. And, of course, the pressure of 
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people on the streets is causing the mental 
to reevaluate that some, but my judgment not 
But c , when you at systems and design 
will address mental health needs of 
abled people, there are going to have to be 
to address that prejudice on the part of 
mental people. 
And those two things just stood out to me, 
something needed to your thinking and 
s. 
CHAIRMAN MARKS: Thank you much. We 
being here And your suggestions are 
Ms. Perry: 
CHAIR£-'!AN MARKS: Does anybody else wish to 
tes ? 
Let me say s hear I think has been 
one because we ve some idea of the problems and 
also we some idea of what the State should do to try to 
resolv some of these and hopefully go forward to 
to a 
very 
1 because I think this a group that definitely 
t 
I to offer off 
tions for s 
can be of help will be 
my very best to see s is done. 
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